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THE VANISHING VISCOSITY METHOD
IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL THERMOELASTICITY

GUI-QIANG CHEN AND CONSTANTINE M. DAFERMOS

Abstract. The vanishing viscosity method is applied to the system of conserva-

tion laws of mass, momentum, and energy for a special class of one-dimensional

thermoelastic media that do not conduct heat. Two types of vanishing "viscos-

ity" are considered: Newtonian and artificial, in both cases accompanied by

vanishing heat conductivity. It is shown that in either case one can pass to the

zero viscosity limit by the method of compensated compactness, provided that

velocity and pressure are uniformly bounded. Oscillations in the entropy field

may propagate along the linearly degenerate characteristic field but do not af-

fect the compactness of the velocity field or the pressure field. A priori bounds

on velocity and pressure are established, albeit only for the case of artificial

viscosity.

1. Introduction

The balance laws of mass, momentum, and energy for one-dimensional elastic
media that do not conduct heat are expressed, in Lagrangian coordinates, by the

equations

{dtv-dxu = 0,

dtu + dxp = 0,

d,(e + {u2)+dx(up) = 0,

where v , u, p , and e denote respectively deformation gradient (specific vol-
ume for fluids, strain for solids), velocity, pressure, and internal energy. Other

relevant fields are the entropy s and the temperature 8 .

The above system of conservation laws is complemented by the Clausius

inequality

(1.2) dts>0,

which expresses the second law of thermodynamics.
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Selecting (v , u, s) as the state vector, we write constitutive equations

(1.3) e = e(v,s),    p = p(v , s),     d = d(v, s)

satisfying the conditions

(1.4) P = -ev,    6 = es,

whose role is to ensure that (1.2) holds automatically (as an equality) for any

smooth solution of (1.1).

Under the standard assumptions pv < 0 and 6 > 0, the system (1.1) is

strictly hyperbolic. As is well known, solutions of the initial value problem,
starting out from smooth initial data, eventually develop discontinuities that

propagate as shock waves. Thus only a theory of weak solutions in the large

maybe feasible. In the context of weak solutions, (1.2) is no longer a conse-

quence of (1.1),(1.3), and (1.4) but rather an independent condition identifying

physically admissible solutions of (1.1).
When the initial data have small total variation, a global BV solution of (1.1)

can be constructed by the random choice method [Gl, Li]. However, the issue

of existence of solutions with "large" initial data is still unresolved. One may

attempt to construct solutions with possibly large oscillation by the method of

"vanishing viscosity" in which the elastic nonconductor of heat is visualized as

the p } 0 limit of a family of viscoelastic media with viscosity pK and heat

conductivity pv, where p > 0 and k = k(v, s) > 0, v = v(v, s) > 0. The

balance laws of mass, momentum, and energy for these media read

' d,v-dxu = 0,

(1.5) I d,u + dxp = pdx(xdxu),

Kd,(e + \u2) + dx(up) = pdx(Kudxu) + pdx(vdx6).

To implement the vanishing viscosity method, one needs to show that, as p J.

0, solutions (Vn , Up,, Sp) of (1.5) converge to functions (v, u, s) which in turn

are solutions of (1.1) satisfying the Clausius inequality (1.2). A priori bounds on

solutions of (1.5), uniform in p, are difficult to get so it becomes necessary to

carry out this program when we only know that (Vp , up, sp) converges weakly.

The theory of compensated compactness, which may provide the proper vehicle

for such a task, has been employed with spectacular success (cf. [Di, CI]) for

the system of isentropic flow: s = s = constant,

(d,v-dxu = o,

[ ' ' \d,u + dxp(v ,s) = 0.

It is not clear, however, how to extend this approach to the nonisentropic case,

because, in contrast to (1.6), the system (1.1) is not endowed with a rich family

of entropy-entropy flux pairs.

The purpose of this paper is to exhibit a class of constitutive relations for

which the method of compensated compactness may be applied to (1.1). We

introduce a new state vector (w , u, s) and write constitutive equations in the

form

(1.7)       v = w + as,        p = h(w),     e = H(w) + Ps,     9 = ah(w) + P ,
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where h is a function with h! < 0, a is a positive constant, P is a constant,

and

/w h(co)da).

Of course, (1.7) can be written in the form (1.3) as

(1.9) e = H(v - as) + Ps,        p = h(v - as),     6 = ah(v - as) + p

and (1.4) hold by virtue of (1.8).
The model (1.7) is quite special. Even so, when we are dealing with solutions

in which (v , s) do not deviate far from some constant values (v, s) we may

obtain a reasonable approximation of general constitutive equations (1.3) by

equations of the form (1.9) upon choosing

(1.10) a = -ps(v,s)/pv(v,s), P = 6(v,s)-ap(v,s),

(1.11) h(w) = p(w + as, s)

so that e(v , s) and p(v, s) axe matched for all v and the values of 6, ps,

and 6V are matched at (v , s). Thus our model may be regarded as a "first-

order correction" to the isentropic model. When we use this to approximate the

equations of state of the polytropic gas in the vicinity of any (v , s), it turns

out that q > 0, P > 0, and h > 0; hence, in particular, 6 > 0.
Under the constitutive relations (1.7), the system (1.5) takes the form

dtw - dxu = -adts,

(1.12) \ d,u + dxh(w) = pdx(Kdxu),

k dt \H(w) + \u2} + dx[uh(w)] = -pd,s + pdx(Kudxu) + pdx(vdx6).

The special features that make (1.12) tractable by the method of compensated

compactness are that the entropy appears linearly and so there is no difficulty in

passing to the limit under weakly convergent Sp while the remaining two fields

(w , u) axe only weakly coupled to 5 and may be viewed as solutions of a system

of just two equations which is endowed with a rich family of entropy-entropy
flux pairs.

For reasons to be explained shortly, we shall also consider a variant of (1.12)

which results by adding to (1.12) i artificial viscosity and by selecting in (1.12)3

the special function v = -xh/ah' for the heat conductivity:

(1.13)
' d,w - dxu = -adts + pdx(icdxw),

i   dtu + dxh(w) = pdx(Kdxu),

, dt[H(w) + \u2] +dx[uh(w)] = -Pd,s + pdx(icudxu) - pdx[Kh(w)dxw].

For both systems, (1.12) and (1.13), we assign initial conditions

(1 14) w(x,0) = Wp(x),        u(x,0)=Up(x),    s(x,0) = Sp(x),

-00 < X < 00,

where wp,up, sM take values in the physical range and satisfy

(1.15) ||(W„,u„)||L~<C,       lML-<c,
/oo /«oo

Iw^x) - Woo|2 dx + /     V^{x) dx <C
-oo J — oo
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for some constant ifoo • Here and throughout the paper, C denotes a positive

generic constant, independent of p > 0.
In Section 2 we employ the method of compensated compactness to show

that when h has at most one inflection point and the solution (Wp, Up, Sp) of

either (1.12) or (1.13) with initial data (1.14) satisfies \\(Wp, Up)\\L°° < C, then
we have a sequence {pn} ,/i„-»0 as n —> oo, L°° functions (w, u) and a

(signed) Radon measure 5 such that (wPn, uMn) -» (w, u) a.e. and sMn -» s

in the space of distributions. Furthermore, if v = w + as then (v , u, s) is a

weak solution of (1.1). Finally, dts is a nonnegative, bounded Radon measure

so in particular the Clausius inequality (1.2) is satisfied.

The fact that (Wpn, Up J , and thereby also pM„ = h(Wpn), converge strongly,

no matter how rapidly may the initial data (Wp ,Up,Sp) oscillate, indicates

that the nondegenerate characteristic fields instantaneously quench initial oscil-

lations. Moreover, no rapid oscillations develop as time evolves. On the other

hand, one should not expect, in general, strong convergence for Spn because ini-

tial oscillations may propagate along the linearly degenerate characteristic field
associated with s (cf. [C2]).

The result described above hinges upon the assumption \\(vjp, uM)\\Lo° < C.
Such an estimate is not currently known for solutions of the system (1.12), with

natural, Newtonian viscosity and heat conductivity. However, in Section 3 we

will establish the desired L°° bound for solutions of the system (1.13), with

artificial viscosity, under certain assumptions on the function h . That we are

able to derive these L°° estimates is the reason for introducing (1.13).
In conclusion, by combining the results of Sections 2 and 3 we establish, in

Section 4, the existence of weak solutions (v, u, s) to (1.1), (1.2), (1.9) such

that u and v - as axe in L°° and 5 is a Radon measure.

2. Compactness in the framework of the vanishing viscosity method

In this section we investigate the limit behavior, as p J. 0, of solutions of

the systems (1.12) and (1.13), under initial conditions (1.14) satisfying (1.15),
(1.16). The function h has at most one inflection point. The initial data take

values in the physical range so in particular we require

(2.1) 0^ := ah(wx) + p > 0.

We begin with the prototypical system

(22) (dtw-dxu = 0,

[ " ' \dtu + dxh(w) = 0.

The entropy-entropy flux pairs (n, q) for (2.2) (cf. [La]) are governed by

(2.3) qw = h'(w)nu,        qu = -r\w

whence

(2.4) nww + h' (w )t]uu = 0.

Then we have the following result of DiPerna [Di]:

Proposition 2.1. Let (Wp, Up), p > 0, be a family of measurable functions sat-

isfying

(2.5) \\(Wp,Up)\\L~<C.
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Assume further that for any entropy-entropy flux pair (n, q) of (2.2)

(2.6) dtn(Wp, Up) + dxq(Wp, up) C compact subset ofH~x.

Then there is a sequence {pn}, pn —y 0 as n —> oo, and L°° functions (w , u)

such that

(2.7) (Wpn, Upn) -> (w , u),        n -> oo, a.e.

With the help of the above proposition we will establish compactness in the
framework of our two vanishing viscosity schemes.

2.1. Vanishing Newtonian viscosity. Here our governing system will be (1.5)

in its form (1.12). The viscosity k = k(v, s) and heat conductivity v = v(v, s)

will be fixed bounded, continuous, nonnegative functions that are comparable

on the range of solutions:

(2.8) mk(v, s) < v(v, s) < Mk(v , s)

for positive constants m and M.

Combining the equations in (1.5) yields the identity

(2.9) dts = !f(dxu)2 + ^(dx8)2 + pdx (^dx0)

which is of course compatible with the Clausius-Duhem inequality. Similarly,
by virtue of (1.12), (1.8), and (2.1),

(2.10)

dt \H(w) - H(Woo) - H'(Woc)(w - Woo) + in2] + dx[u(h(w) - A(«>oo))]

= -9oodtS + pdx[Kudxu + vdxQ}.

Theorem 2.1. Let (wp, uM, sp), p > 0, be solutions o/(1.12) on (-oo, oo) x

[0, T) with initial data (1.14) satisfying (1.15), (1.16), and (2.1). Assume

(2.11) II(«0/.,«/.)IIl-<C,
(2.12) dp = ah(Wp) + p > 0.

Then we have a sequence {pn}, p„ —» 0 as n —y oo, L°° functions (w, u), and
a (signed) Radon measure s such that

(2.13) (Wpn, Upn) -y (w, u),        n-»oc,a.e.

(2.14) Spn -y s,        n->oo,  in 31'.

Furthermore, if' v =w + as, (v , u, s) is a weak solution o/(l.l), (1.9). Finally,

dts is a nonnegative, bounded Radon measure and thus the Clausius inequality

(1.2) is satisfied.

Proof. From (2.10) and (2.9) it follows

(2-15l
/     \H(Wp(x,t))-H(w00)-H'(w<x>)(Wp(x,t)-w00) + ^u2p(x,t)   dx

+ 6°° [' [X    ^(dxup)2 + ^(dx6p)2   dxdx
JO   J-oo  [ "f "n

= j     \H(Wp(x))-H(w00)-H'(wx)(Wp(x)-w00) + -u2fl(x)   dx

V
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whence, upon using (1.16) and (2.1),

(2.16) (^.y2dxuM      <C, (^)     dx6p      <C.

By virtue of (1.12) and (2.9), (wM, uM) satisfy the system of two equations

(2 17) ( dtW» ~ 9xU" = -%^U^ ~ "if^6^ ' &* (f d*e>) •

I d,Up + dxh(Wp) = pdx(KdxUp).

Let (n, q) be any entropy-entropy flux pair for (2.2). We multiply (2.17)i

by nw , (2.17)2 by nu ; we add the resulting equations and use (2.3) to get

(2.18) d,n(Wp , Up) + dxq(Wp, Up) = Ip + JM,

where

I,i= - [OpVuu + anw]-g-(dxUp)2 +   -£nww - anw   ^(dxdp)2

(2-19)
+ r\wu  olv - -^k   -^-(dxuu)(dxdp),

(2.20) Jp = dx nupKdxUp-anw-Q-dx6p  .

By virtue of (2.11), (2.12), (2.16), and (2.8),

(2.21) I|/„IIl'<C,

(2.22) ^^0,        ii->0, in//"1.

It follows that the family Ip + Jp , and thereby also the left-hand side of (2.18),

for any p > 0 , are contained in a compact subset of W~x'p , 1 < p < 2 . On the

other hand, by (2.11), the left-hand side of (2.18) is bounded in W~x^, 2 <
q < oo, uniformly in p. The generalized version (cf. [CI]) of Murat's lemma

(cf. [Ta]) asserts that compactness in W~x'p , 1 < p < 2, together with bound-

edness in W~x •q , 2 < q < oo, implies compactness in H~' . Thus the hy-

pothesis (2.6) of Proposition 2.1 is satisfied. Consequently, there is a sequence

{Pn} > fJ-n —* 0 as n —y oo, and L°° functions (w , u) such that (2.13) holds.

Similarly, by virtue of (2.16), the first two terms on the right-hand side of

(2.9) are uniformly bounded in Lx while the third term tends to zero in H~x ,

as p —y 0. It follows that the family dtSp is contained in a compact subset

of If"1''', I < p < 2. The same is true for the family Sp. This yields
(2.14). From (2.9) it follows that dts is a nonnegative distribution and thereby

a nonnegative Radon measure, which is bounded by account of (2.15). Recalling

(1.15) we conclude that 5 is a (signed) Radon measure.
Let us set v = w + as . Combining (2.13), (2.14), and (2.16), we verify that

(v, u, s) is a distributional solution of (1.1). The proof is complete.

2.2. Vanishing artificial viscosity. We now turn to system (1.13). We easily

verify the identity

(2.23) d,s = ff(dxu)2 - ^(dxw)2,
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which is the analog of (2.9). Similarly, in the place of (2.10) we now have

(2.24)

dt H(w) - H(w00) - H'iWooXw - Woo) + 2y2   + 9x[u(h(w) - A(iu«,))]

= -6xdts + pdx \kuOxu-(6 - doo)dxw] .

Theorem 2.2. Let (wM, Up, Sp), p > 0, be solutions o/(1.13) on (-oo, oo) x

[0, T) with initial data (1.14) satisfying (1.15), (1.16), and (2.1). Assume

(2.25) \\(Wp,Up)\\L~<C,

(2.26) dp = ah(Wp) + P > 0.

Then we have a sequence {pn}, pn —> 0 as n -* oo, L°° functions (w , u), and

a (signed) Radon measure s such that

(2.27) (Wp„,Upn) -> (w ,u),        n^oo, a.e.

(2.28) Spn ̂  s,        n —> oo,  in 3'.

Furthermore, if v =w + as, (v, u, s) is a weak solution of( 1.1), (1.9). Finally,

dts is a nonnegative, bounded Radon measure and thus the Clausius inequality

(1.2) is satisfied.

Proof. From (2.24) and (2.23) we obtain

(2.29)

/     \H(Wp(x, t))-H(woc)-H'(woc)(Wp(x, t)-woc) + jul(x, i)   dx

+ 0ooi71 [T^^-nr^rf]dxdx

/oo   r j ■
H(Wp(x)) - H(w00) - H'(w00)(Wp(x) - wx) + j"£(■*)   dx,

whence, upon using (1.16), (2.1), (2.23), and h' < 0,

(2.30) (j^)     dxwp      <C, (J^)     dxup      <C,

(2.31) dtSp>0,        \\d,Sp\\D<C.

By account of (1.13) and (2.23), (Wp, Up) satisfy the system of two equations

(2 32)      \ dtwi^- dxUp = -~^(dxUp)2 + ^—(dxWp)2 + pdx(KdxWp),

[ d,Up + dxh(Wp) = pdx(KdxUp).

Let (n, q) be any entropy-entropy flux pair for (2.2). We multiply (2.32) i

by r\w , (2.32)2 by nu ; we add the resulting equations and use (2.3) to get

d,n(Wp, Up) + dxq(Wp, Up)

(2 33) = dx^wfiKdxW^ + ^uP-KdxUp] - [9pnww - ah'nw]^-(dxWp)2

- [Spnuu + anw]-Q-(dxUp)2 - 2nwupK(dxWp)(dxUp).
Op
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Retracing now the steps in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we show, with the help

of (2.33) and (2.30), that the hypothesis (2.6) of Proposition 2.1 is satisfied
and thus we do have a sequence {p„}, pn -* 0 as n —> oo , and L°° functions

(w , u) so that (2.27) holds.
To get (2.28), we appeal to weak compactness in the space of Radon measures

(cf. [E]), noting that by (2.31) and (1.15) \\sp\\Li < C(l + T). On account of
(2.31), dts is a nonnegative, bounded Radon measure.

Finally, we set v = w + as and use (2.27), (2.28), (2.30), and (2.31) to show
that (v, u, s) is a weak solution of (1.1), satisfying the Clausius inequality

(1.2). The proof is complete.

3.   L°°   ESTIMATES

We consider solutions (wp, Up, sp) of (1.13) on (-oo, oo) x [0, T) with

initial data (1.14) satisfying (1.15), (1.16), and (2.1) and derive L°° bounds on
(Wp, Up), independent of p > 0. We assume a priori that our solution satisfies
6p > 0; our estimates will justify this, a posteriori.

As noted before, (wM, Up) is a solution of the system (2.32) in which s

enters only through k . In the isentropic case, a = 0, it is known (cf. [CCS])

that solutions of (2.32) have invariant regions, provided that h has a unique

inflection point w: h"(w) > 0 for w < w, h"(w) < 0 for w > w . In the

present case, a > 0, the appropriate assumption on h is that, for some w ,

,~., ,„,   .      .   ah'(w)2    f>0,    ifw<w,
(3-1) h (w) -A   , . \ '{
v     ' y   '       ah(w) + p\ <0,    lfw >w.

We introduce the notation

(3.2) g(w) := y/-h'(w)

and define the classical Riemann invariants

/•W

(3.3) r±(w,u) = u±       g(co)dco.
Jw

Theorem 3.1. Under the assumption (3.1) and for any p > 0, the domain & =

{(w , u): -p<r-<p,-p<r+<p} is a positively invariant region for

solutions (Wp,Up) of(2.32).

Proof. If (Wp, Up, Sp) is a classical solution of (1.13), the invariance of & is

a consequence of the maximum principle (cf. [CCS]) upon observing that (3.3),

(3.2), and (2.32) imply the identities

dtr± =F gdxr± = pdx(tcdxr±) =f g-j-(dxr±)2

(3-4) 2rvK K    T ah'2   1
Tph'^(dxwp)(dxr±) ± p^ Y" ~ A^Tp\ (dxWrf-

We now sketch an alternative proof, following [Da], which is lengthier but

applies even when (Wp , Up, Sp) is a weak solution of (1.13), with Wp and Up
merely Lipschitz continuous. We recall that if (n,q) is any entropy-entropy

flux pair for (2.2), then (Wp, Up) satisfy the identity (2.33). We seek n for

which the quadratic form in (dxwM, dxuu) on the right-hand side of (2.33) is
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nonpositive. By account of (2.4) and (3.2), the condition on the discriminant
of the quadratic form becomes

(3.5) g2 [riuu + jjtlw]   -f]lu>0.

We construct solutions of (2.4):

(3.6) n = Y(w) cosh(ku),

where Y is the solution of the initial-value problem

(3.7) Y"-k2g2Y = 0,

(3.8) Y(w) = l,        Y'(w) = 0.

For n of the form (3.6) and k » 0, (3.5) will hold provided

(3.9) x+(w)>0,    x-(w)>0,    for all w,

where

(3.10) X±:=kgY + jg^Y'±Y'.

Using (3.10) and (3.7) and after a lengthy but straightforward calculation:

,3in ,.,   , kh'+ ^e[h" - 2fh'2]     _    kh"-A%h'2
(111)        x± J^W      x±" ~2^W

Assume k » 0. By virtue of (3.1), (1.7) and since x±(t&) = kg(u>) > 0, (3.11)
implies (3.9).

Once we have secured that the quadratic form on the right-hand side of (2.33)
is nonpositive, we show that

(3.12)
/oo

[Y(Wp(x, t)) cosh(kUp(x, t)) - Y(Woo) - Y'(w0o)('Wp(x, t) - Woo)] dx
■oo

/oo
[Y(Wp(x))cosh(ktip(x)) - Y(Woo) - Y'(Woo)(Wp(x) - Woo)]dx

■oo

+ -^\Y'(Woo)\   fX   \h(Wp(X)) - H(Woo)
#oo ./-oo  L

— 1-7 1
-H'(Woo)(Wp(x) - Woo) + ^(x)   dx.

To see this, write (2.33) with n = Y(w) cosh(rcw) - T(iOoo) + ^'(^00)^00 , mul-

tiply (2.32)i by -y'(u>oo), add the two equations, integrate the resulting equa-

tion over (-00, 00) x [0, t], and note that the integral of the right-hand side
of (2.33) will be nonpositive while the integral of the right-hand side of (2.32) 1
may be bounded with the help of (2.29).

The invariant regions are now established by raising (3.12) to the power \/k

and letting k -> 00, because an elementary analysis of the asymptotic form of

the solutions of (3.7), (3.8) for large k (cf. [Da]) shows

' exp[r+(tu , u)]      if w > w, u > 0,

,, ,,, ,.       „        ,wi.        exp[r_(-ui, u)]      ifw<w,u>0,
(3.13) hm n(w, u )x'k = { \'   " .' '

fc—00 exp[-r+(w , u)]    ifw<w,u<0,

, exp[-r^(w, u)]   if w > w , u < 0.

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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4. Existence of solutions to the hyperbolic system

Here we combine the results of the previous sections to establish the exis-

tence of solutions to the initial-value problem for the system of conservation

laws of mass, momentum, and energy in the special class of one-dimensional

thermoelastic media under consideration.
We consider the system (1.1) with constitutive equations (1.9), and (1.8),

where h is a smooth, strictly decreasing function, h'(w) <0, with at most one

inflection point and satisfying (3.1) for some w .

We prescribe initial conditions

(4.1) («(•, 0), u(-, 0), s(-, 0)) = (u0, u0s Jo)

on (—oo, oo), with the following properties:

(i)   uo is in L°°(R); v0 and So axe Radon measures on K; however, Wo :=

Vo-aso is in L°°(E).
(ii)   uo is in L2(R); w0 - Woo is in L2(R), for some constant uJqo ; So is a

bounded Radon measure on R.

(iii) The closed convex hull of the range of (wo, wo) is contained in a region

31 = {(w, u) : -p < r_ < p, -p <r+ < p} (see (3.3)) which contains

only physically admissible states.   In particular, if (w, u) e 31 then

6 = ah(w) + p>0.

Theorem 4.1. Under the above assumptions on h and the initial data, there exists

a distributional solution (v ,u, s) 0/(1.1), (4.1) on (-oo, oo)x[0, oo) such that

u is in L°° , v and s are Radon measures and w := v-as is in L°° . The range

of (w, u) is contained in the region 3Z. For each fixed t e [0, oo), u(-, t) and

w(-, t)-Woo are bounded in L2(R) and s(-, t) is a bounded Radon measure on

R, uniformly in t. Furthermore, dts is a bounded nonnegative Radon measure

and thus the Clausius inequality (1.2) is satisfied.

Proof. We take any standard, C°°, nonnegative mollifier tp on R and for

p > 0 we form the convolution of (wq , Uq , So) with >Pp(x) := p~xtp(x/p) thus

obtaining a family (Wp ,Tip,Sp) of C°° functions on R with the following

properties: (i) as p I 0, (Wp,iip) -> (w0, u0) in L°° weak*, sM —> So in

J? ,(Wp-Woo, Up) -» (w0 -Woo, u0) in L2; (ii) (1.15) and (1.16) hold; (iii)

the range of (wM ,Tip) is contained in the region 31.

For any p > 0, we can solve, by the energy method, the initial-value problem

(1.13), (1.14), for instance with k = 1, and construct the family (Wp , Up, Sp)
of solutions on (-oo, oo) x [0, oo). On account of Theorem 3.1, the range of

(Wp , Up) is contained in the region 31. Thus, the hypotheses (2.25) and (2.26)
are satisfied in which case Theorem 2.2 yields the solution (v, u, s) of (1.1).

It is easy to verify that (v, u, s) satisfies the initial conditions (4.1) (in the

weak sense). Clearly, (w , u) takes values in 3Z . By virtue of (2.29), (1.15),

and (2.31), for any t e [0, oo),

/CO y*oo
\Wii(x, t) - Woo\2dx + /     w£(x, t)dx < C,

-oo J — oo

/oo
\Sp(x, t)\dx< C

-CO
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whence we deduce that u(-, t) and w(-, t) - w^o are bounded in L2(R) and

s(-, t) is a bounded Radon measure on R. The proof is complete.

Remark A.I. Additional restrictions on solutions of (1.1) dictated by physics

may be handled by suitable hypotheses. For example, if v stands for specific

volume we need v > 0. This may be attained by requiring aso > -wmiD where

Wmin = min{uj: (w, u) e 31} .

Remark 4.2. Because d,s is always a positive Radon measure, if So > 0 then

the entropy 5 will also be a positive Radon measure.
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